Exploring the Elements of Dance Web Quest

Name_______________

Go to Arts Alive website:
You can open hyperlinks to different Elements of Dance hyperlinks, videos and websites
to go directly to the link by pressing open hyperlink: watch the dance videos to explain
what the elements of dance are in your own words. Do an inquiry search online to answer
each. Elements of Dance Videos.
https://nac-cna.ca/en/artsalive/resources/dance-danse
https://www.elementsofdance.org/body.html

The Elements of Composition are: Body Shape, Space, Timing,
and Form: Movement & Energy
Answer the following questions with a partner:

1. Shape: links and sites
https://www.elementsofdance.org/body.html
https://nac-cna.ca/en/video/map-foundational-elements-of-dance-1-shape

a) Define what shape is in dance:

b) What are the 3 different levels of movement?______________________
_____________________________________________________________
https://www.nelson.kyschools.us/userfiles/4/my%20files/dance_space.pdf?id=87
c) What is the difference between symmetrical and
asymmetrical shapes and positions of movement?____________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Symmetrical:_________________________________________________
Example types

Asymmetrical:_______________________________________________
Examples:

d) How do large and small scale positions
differ in a sequence? ___________________

Whole Body/Parts
What do the dancers do with their WHOLE bodies?
How were different parts of the body used?

Initiation: Where does the movement mostly start? Circle or  your choice:
CORE ……………………………………….………..………………… DISTAL
Center of the body
Ends of the body
Torso, back, core
Hands, Feet, Heat

Body Shapes
What shapes did the body make? Please draw or describe:

What else did you notice about how the body was used in this dance?
Personal Reflection
Could you see yourself doing this movement? Why or why not?

Whole
Body/Parts
What do the
dancers do
with their
WHOLE
bodies? How

2. Space

https://www.elementsofdance.org/space.html
https://nac-cna.ca/en/video/map-foundational-elements-of-dance-2-space
a) Define what space is in dance:

b) What interesting geometric shapes and patterns can
be made by modifying turns?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
c) How do special patterns display symmetry and asymmetry?____________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
c) What is the difference in scale of an expansive (open) and
constricted (closed) pattern or shape? ___________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Dance with Two Army Blankets
Choreography: Danny Shapiro & Joanie Smith
Music:
Performers: Lauren Baker, Kevin Iverson, Andrew Lester, Megan McClellan
and Scott Mettille (Shapiro & Smith Dance)
Videographer: V. Paul Virtuccio

Dance With Two Army Blankets
Dedicated to Guinea Dance

3. Timing & Dynamics
Time: https://nac-cna.ca/en/video/map-foundational-elements-of-dance-3-time
a) Describe what time is in dance in your own words:

Tempo: give a brief definition of each term in reference:
adagio: _____________________________________________________________
moderato:___________________________________________________________
allegro: _____________________________________________________________
accelerando: _________________________________________________________
ritardando: __________________________________________________________
What is the time signature of each: (write beats)

_______ : ( 1, 2, 3 )
_______ : ( 1, 2, 3, 4 )
_______ : (1 and a, 2 and a)
_______ : (1, 2, 3, 1, 2)
https://www.liveabout.com/what-is-timing-in-dance1007087#:~:text=In%20dance%2C%20timing%20refers%20to,the%20beat%20of%20th
e%20music.

How would you describe the timing in these dance videos?
https://www.elementsofdance.org/time.html

https://www.elementsofdance.org/energy.html

4. Dynamics & Motion

Energy: Force, Weight, Flow & Motion
https://www.elementsofdance.org/energy.html

Motion & Action
https://nac-cna.ca/en/video/map-foundational-elements-of-dance-4-motion
What action words would describe:
bound: ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
free: ________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
What action words could you use for :
Axial movements or non-locomotor movements:

Traveling or locomotor movements:

Give 5 different pathways that could be used in locomotor movement:
Example: zig zag forward and backwards
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Brainstorm dance movements for the theme:

Birds in a Cage
Pathways and traveling positions: (minimum 3)
Non-locomotor body movements or effort actions (minimum 3):

Low, medium, high positions or motions done together or unison
Low Medium and high movements done in cannon or opposite/asymmetrically

ACTION ASSIGNMENTS
K-8 with teacher oversight and coaching
High School & Adult – independent work

Instead of using drums, percussive dancers use their bodies instead! These dances can be
performed with no musical accompaniment, but can also be done with live or recorded music by
drummers, singers and musicians. Some percussive dancers also use everyday objects in unusual
ways to make sound such as the performers in Stomp!
Tap Dancing is a well-known example of percussive dance, but percussive dance occurs across
the world in many different dance traditions and genres such as:
Irish Step Dancing
American Hambone
Clogging
Kathak
Odissi
Flamenco

Zapateado
Step Dance (African American)
Podorythmie

Keplok
… and many more!

_______________________________________________________________________
ASSIGNMENT #1: Research one of the above dance forms and develop a presentation or write a short
paper about it. Your research should include at least three (3) sources and may include an interview or
practice session with someone who does one of these dances. Your paper or presentation must include
the cultural and historical contexts of the dance.

ASSIGNMENT #2: Select 3 of the Action words in the Elements of Dance graphic organizer to use in a
dance phrase you will choreograph. You will also pick a 4th choice, which can be any dance step or
movement of your own choice. For example, you might choose “twist, float, jump” from the graphic
organizer and decide to use a triplet turn as your 4th choice. You can use any style of dance for this
assignment. Here’s the game plan:
☐ Use both axial and locomotor movements in your dance phrase.
☐ Be inventive, but use only these 4 movements in the dance phrase.
☐ The phrase should be at least 15 seconds long with a clear beginning and ending - so you will have to:
☐ Repeat at least some movements or create variations.
☐ The phrase can be performed in silence or with music, so be prepared to explain your choice.
Use this above checklist to guide your work.

Choreography #2 Title:
Group members:
Music:

A

BASTE:

B

* Body/Relationships * Motion/Action

C

*Space/Energy * Timing/Dynamics

